Thanks to everyone who helped us exceed our Annual Fund goal!

It is only through your support that hundreds of students each year are able to experience the exceptional opportunities that make John Carroll the unique, special place it is. In 2017-2018, your generous donations allowed us to exceed our Annual Fund goal and we couldn’t be prouder of our amazing community. From the bottom of our hearts, thank you for making a difference in the lives of our students and showing them what it means to be Once a Patriot, Always a Patriot.

HONOR ROLL OF DONORS

THE RIEPE CIRCLE ($10,000+)
James and Jeanne Butcher
JC Parent Association
The Dresher Foundation, Inc.
JC Students for Josh Hamer
Andrew and Janey Klein
The Ralph and Shirley Klein Foundation, Inc.

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE ($5,000 – $9,999)
The Kelso Bishop Family Foundation
Thomas and Kelly Bonsack
James and Patti Dresher
The Ferriter Family Charitable Fund
John and Sandra Ferriter
James Kaper and Carol Tacket
Thomas and Dori Kelso
Paul and Generosa Lazor
The Hugh D. & May H. McGuirk Fund
Huffer and Amy McGuirk
John and Marcie Michael
Richard and Jane O’Hara
Adam and Lisa Pattisall
Daniel and Susan Roarty
Blaise and Rosemarie Sedney

PATRIOT CIRCLE ($2500 – $4,999)
Aladdin Food Service
Denise Bertrand and Jerry Steiner
John Blair
Kevin and Elizabeth Campion
The Dardin Fund, Inc.
Stephen and Deborah DiBiagio
Donald and Susan Dunbar
Ellin & Tucker
M&T Bank
Robert and Patricia Falter
Donald and Katherine Giannelli
Gunpowder Golf Association
Robert and Donna Kahoe
Frank Kellner
John and Susan Kutcher
Sarah Klein

PACIFICUS ($1,000– $2,499)
a Book Company, LLC
A. Bright Idea
Abercrombie PA
Yulich Abercrombie
Paul and Carol Barker
Irene Boyle
Clarence and Patricia Boyle
H. Michael Boyle
Randall and Christina Boyle
Michael and Cathleen Brockmeyer
Augustus and Penny Brown
Lawrence and Pamela Burton
Helen Carpenter
Brian and Karen Dembeck
Michael and Marybeth Drusano
John and Julie Duley
Kevin Ferrell
Scott and Schuyler Fitzkee
Louis and Louise Geczy
Stewart and Patricia Getz
Dennis and Pamela Guerieri
Jon and Yvette Hawkins
Daniel and Katherine Hopkins
Paul and April Ishak
Scott and Michele Kearby
Jane Kinsel and Michael Sitovsky
Thomas and Jane Knapp
James Knauf
Mark and Karen Lazoff
Robert and Joan Lozinak
Daniel and Brittany Lynch
Derek Lynch
Richard and Barbara McCaughey

Scott and Jennifer McGraw
Dennis Meadowcroft
Michael and Kelli Meoli
Anthony and Virginia Meoli
J. Donald Murray
Craig and Amy Parker
E. John and Karen Pipitone
Matthew and Lisa Pipitone
Nelson and Irene Polun
Mark and Patricia Ramsay
Reynolds Lacrosse Inc., DBA Thunder Lacrosse

Donald and Stephanie Reynolds
Charles and Judith Riemenschneider
Ripken Professional Baseball, LLC
David and Melanie Robinson
James and Amber Selway
Peter and Lisa Sheehan
Edward and Quynh Simon
F. Nelson and Sandra Smith
Robert and Sharon Smith
Thomas and Donna Stifler
Daniel Tully
Upper Chesapeake Medical Center, Inc.
Alvin and Mary Beth Ward
Eric and Michelle Wentworth
Matthew Westley
FOUNDER’S SOCIETY
($500 – $999)
Hugh and Jennifer Anderson
Douglas and Lucille Barrett
Bel Air Independence Day Committee
Patrick Boyle
Stephen and Wen Cadden
James and Carolyn Chismer
Churchville Recreation Center
John and Maureen Ciesielski
Donald and Jane Dean
Sheila Dew-Johnson and Gregory Johnson
Joshua and Chelsea Dresher
Joan Dursano
Thomas Durkin
John and Eileen Earnest
Patrick and Karen Everett
Jeff and Jean Foulk
Mary Helen Fraiji
Kathleen Franetovich and Wendel Fritz
Joseph and Anne Gagliardi
Joseph and Amy Gaeta
Greater Kingsville Civic Assn., Inc.
Gerhard and Mary Grimm
JC Student Government Association
Randy Kail
Scott and Kari Gromacki
Frank Gunther and Patricia Bosse
John and Leora Hieber
David and Mary Ellen Kelly
Donald and Shirley Kern
Sandra Krawchuk and Stephen Benton
Diane Kurek
E. Francis and Martha Lynch
Anthony and Kimberly Marzullo
John and Ann McAlufife
Donald and Brenda McCaughey
Bill and Gretchen Mink
Mark Namvary
New York Life YourCause, LLC
Eugene and Joan Porre
Thomas and Nicolina Rafferty
R. Wayne Rairgh
Rising Sun Spartans
Rockfield Foundation, Inc.
Joseph and Patricia Ryan
Brian and Alison Shorts
Orazio and Kay Sindicini
Karla Slade-Pope
Daniel and Rebecca Smith
James and Judy Stangle
Robert and Mary Stearns
Steve Teter
Chuck and Jessie Thompson
Louis and Denise Vigliotti
Stephen and Jane Volker
Richard and Mary Walker
Rob Weinhold
William H. Cox, Jr. Real Estate, Inc.
David and Pauline Williams
Lawrence and Patti Wilson
Mary Teddy Wray

Thank you to all of our generous donors including the following individuals and organizations, listed by role.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Nathanial Albright ’99
Vickie Ensor Bands ’75
Elizabeth A. Campion
Sheila Dew-Johnson
Robert Falter
Frank A. Gunther, III
E. John Pipitone
Lt. General (R) Mark F. Ramsay ’77
Charles H. Riemenschneider, Ph.D. ’70
Rev. Blaise C. Sedney ’78
James F. Stangle
Louis J. Vigliotti

FORMER TRUSTEES
Louise Angert
Jonathan Botzler
Mike Boyle ’94
Gus Brown
Lawrence W. Burton ’80
Rachael Rice ’88
Brian Dembeck ’72
Stephen A. DiBiagio
Joan Drusano
J. Craig Forrest
Katie Franetovich
Tricia Getz
Patrick J. Goles
John Himelnicki ’75
Robert F. Kahoe, Jr., Esq. ’68
James B. Kaper, Ph.D. ’70
Frank Kellner ’85
Thomas Kelso ’70
Andrew P. Klein ’71
Joan Lozinak
Donald F. Lynch
Donald McCaughey
Hugh D. McGuirk ’78
Anthony Meoli
Susan Butcher Roarty ’95
Karla Slade-Pope ’71
Jay Young ’77

FACULTY AND STAFF
Caroline Adolph ’01
George Appleby
Danica Attanasio ’97
Nick Attanasio ’96
Julie Baker, PhD
Kenneth Brinkman
Diane Brown
Steve DiBiagio
Tom Durkin
Karen Everett ’93
Michal Gaudreau ’70
Tess Gauthier ’71
Louise Geczy
Allison Hall ’89
Larry Hensley
Jake Holin ’92
Molly Housman ’05
Sean Ireton
Rodney Johnson
Andrew Ketchum, PhD
Paul Lazor, PhD
Beverly Markel
Eddie Maynard ’93
Ed Miller
Mary Oppenhauser
Brian Powell
Alice Puckett ’77
Susan Butcher Roarty ’95
Greg Russell
Leanne Salyer
Rob Schick
Carrie Siemsen
Darrion Siler ’01
Susan Strawbridge
Dawn Teel
Steve Teter
Rob Torres
Tom Vierheller
Courtney Von Lange
Stewart and Heidi Walker
Kathy Walsh
Kate Webb ’08

PARENTS (CLASSES OF 2018 – 2021)
Trif and Stacey Alatzas
Jon and Karen Amos
Glenn and Sylvia Arrington
Steve and Jennifer Baikauskas
Andrew and Michelle Ballinger
Vince and Laura Basilio
Mark and Julie Bauer
Kenneth Brinkman
Kevin and Kate Bruggeman
Brett and Karen Butler
Bob and Erin Clayton
Douglas and Maureen Davies
Kim and Joan DeSoto
Tim and Lisa Dippel
Dave and Karen Drager
John and Eileen Earnest
Mitt and Melissa Ensor
Stan and Denise Fieden
Scott and Schuyler Fitzkee
Jeff and Jean Foulk
Don and Kathy Giannelli
Lance and Patty Griffin
Scott and Kathi Gromacki
Anthony and Dana Gruebl
Jon and Yvette Hawkins
Bruce and Karen Hojnacki
Jake and Amy Hollin
Bill and Linda Hopkins
Frederick and Suzanne Hughes
Paul and April Ishak
Steven and Karina Jackson
Kevin and Marie Jefferson
Harry and Lisa Jenkins
Chang Ho and Youn Choo Jeong
Janus Kurzmann
Mark and Karen Lazoff
Todd and Michelle Levey
Glenn and April Lewis
Paul and Joanne Lortie
Mark and Cynthia Lotz
Steve and Lucy Luette
Gary and Susan Lynch
Kelly MacDonald
Diane MacKenzie
Kent and Sandra Madigan
Lorus and Lisa Miller
Todd and Melissa Milliron
Bill and Gretchen Mink
Adam and Dana Moore
Eric and Angel Moore
Chad and Sue Newberry
Kris and Candi Nichter
Ryan and Rachael Price
Thomas and Nicolina Rafferty
George and Katie Rash
David and Melanie Robinson
Robert Joseph and Colleen Rosensteel
Nelson Ruiz
Tom and Barbara Rusek
Nick and Graz Santoro
Jeffrey and Terry Scheidhauer
Pete and Lisa Sheehan
Brian and Alison Shorts
Stacy Staffieri
Richard and Michele Stephanian
Jerry and Angie Tebo
Chuck and Jessie Thompson
Eric and Michelle Wentworth
Marty and Kristen Wilson
Donna Wrzesien
We continue to support John Carroll because we have been pleased and impressed by the results with our children and now our grandchildren. John Carroll fulfills the total needs, educational and spiritual, of the student.

— Julie and Jack Duley parents of Alice ’84, John ’85, grandparents to Sarah Owen ’14, Emily Owen ’16 and John Owen ’21
I truly appreciate the education, experiences and opportunities that were afforded to me in my four years at John Carroll. Consistently supporting the Annual Fund is my way of ensuring the next generation of Patriots enjoy the same benefits.

— Frank P. Kellner '85
Class of 1970
Bridget Binko
Diana Weisbrod Cassilly
James Dilworth
Michael Gaudreau
Mary Close Hatter
James Kaper
Thomas Kelso
Jane Cassilly Knapp
James Lober
Marion Peterson Mullauer
Matthew Pilarski
R. Wayne Rairigh
Richard Romanelli
Monica Dorsey-Smith
Cynthia Bachman Stewart
Irene Hunter Wirth

Class of 1971
Benjamin Amoss
Linda Boyle Berry
Sallie Turner Bunce
M. Catherine Basel Coble
Tess Mosko Gauthier
John Gillespie
Kenneth Hamness
Andy Klein
Mary Wagman Murray
Anne Hickey Ober
Karla Slade-Pope
Dena Bands Snyder
Paul Strohmer
Richard Thomas
David Williams

Class of 1972
Liane Bands
Christine Bricker
Mary Ellen Carpenter
John Ciesielski
Veronica Clarke
Brian Dembeck
Joseph Dunn

Class of 1973
Stephen Hunter
Richard Kearney
Jane Kinsel
Stanley Lampkin
Joseph Ryan

Class of 1974
Elaine Smith Baxter
Denise Bertrand
William Kelso
Barbara Krim
Mary Boyle Lynch
Michael Obringer
Patricia Reider Ryan
Edward Simon
Milton Szimanski
Jeanne McMillan Thomas
Laura Weber Zimmer

Class of 1975
Alan Boyd
Edward Coyle
William Foster
John Hartka
John Hmelnick
Eddie Hopkins
Kathleen Franetovich Hurt
Patricia Ward Kapelanczyk
Laura Larney Lang
Mark Meeks
Mark Mooney
Michael Pons
Lisa Hyman Pons

Class of 1976
Carol Buczkowski Raley
James Vaughn
Richard Walker

Class of 1977
Gerald DeMuro
Kevin Ferrell
Michael Hagen
Elizabeth Callahan Markliine
Craig O’Brien
Patricia Gay O’Brien
Alice Hopkins Puckett
Kimberly Kennedy Vaughn
Albert Young

Class of 1978
Thomas Bonsack
Diane Reid Frijia
Katherine Kelso Giannelli
Kathleen Walsh Gilday
Joan Kronner
Philip Manns
Huffer McGuirk
Deborah Bennett Rowe
Donna Thomey Vierheller

Class of 1979
Lucia Valle Bodt
Stephen Cook
Joseph Gagliardi
Blaine Greig
Sandra Branman Hoff
Daniel Hopkins

Class of 1980
Lawrence Burton
Beth Tenley Demuro
Lou-Ann Jonske Gubosh
Denise Hagan Johnson
Natalie Schroeter Perry
Eileen Pinamonti Webster
Patti Meadowcroft Wilson

Class of 1981
Scott Bertuzzi
Catherine Plantholt Ireton
Paul Ishak
John Meier
R. Kenneth Murphy
Jon Nielsen
Martin Perry
Marianne Lancaster Pisano

Class of 1982
Alan Berger
Beverly Jenkins
Brian Lockhart
Mary Claire Webster Maclay
Michael Meoli
Chris Horley Susman
John Welsh

Class of 1983
Peter Franetovich
Mary Hodsdon Grimm
Jeffrey Kupets
Stephen Lutche
Kent Madigan
Donald Mosier
Paul Supik
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this report. If we have made an error, please let us know by contacting us at alumni@johncarroll.org so that we can correct our records and properly acknowledge your contribution.

On June 20, members of the Pirozzi family attended the dedication of the Digital Media Lab in memory of their beloved Xavia Kieran Borys Pirozzi, a member of the class of 2014.